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The ALPHA collaboration at CERN was the first group to trap antihydrogen and make direct

measurements on this pure antimatter atomic system [1]. In order to produce antihydrogen,

ALPHA directly combines separately confine non-neutral plasmas of positions and antiprotons.

A key problem in this production technique is the vast disparity between the neutral atom-trap

energy scale (∼ 50 µV ), and the energy scales associated with plasma confinement and space

charge (∼ 1eV ). Other considerations about the dynamics of mixing charged particle in the

inhomogeneous magnetic fields associated with the ALPHA atom trap dictate that combining

these species should take place as rapidly as possible.

In order to address these challenges, we developed a controllable excitation of the center-of-

mass longitudinal motion of a thermal antiproton plasma using a swept-frequency autoresonant

drive [2]. When the plasma is cold and dense, entire system behaves as a single-particle non-

linear oscillator, despite strong internal forces. In contrast, only a fraction of the antiprotons

in a warm or tenuous plasma can be similarly excited. These behaviors agree with a recently

developed theory.

This so-called ‘autoresonant injection’ overcomes some of the difficulties associated with

matching the energies of the charged species used to produce antihydrogen, but we observe that

the mixing process heats the plasmas. We present ongoing characterization and simulation of

the mixing process directed at improving the technique and increasing the production rate of

trappable antihydrogen.
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